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Abstract
Citizen Energy is a novel, participatory citizen
engagement with energy that is designed to extend our
relationship with energy beyond existing producerconsumer models towards ones that are more
participatory, intimate, personal, social, and
emotional. In this paper we directly introduce and
operationalize novel strategies for collecting, keeping,
sharing, and activating personal, interactive microenergy. This paper presents a series of alternative
perspectives and design approaches for materializing
Citizen Energy by introducing novel energy concepts,
such as: energy mementos, energy attachment, energy
engagement, energy attunement, local energy, seasonal
energy, and energy meta-data. This paper is focused
on the potential of advancing the knowledge around
novel energy production, sharing, and economics by
positioning citizens in the role of active participants in
these operations. While the scale of energy may
initially be small, the potential for new, creative
thinking and citizen led grassroots energy efforts to
emerge and develop into impactful everyday energy
solutions is very real.

1. Introduction
Energy is a topic of vital concern within the scope
of national sustainability efforts as well as globally
involving climate change. United States President
Barack Obama has called for doubling the nation's
renewable energy production within the next three
years as part of the nationwide economic recovery
effort [1]. While there is tremendous need for
exploration of new sources of renewable energy, there
has been a lack of innovation in terms of rethinking the
potential production, consumption, distribution,
sharing, participation, and new economic models of
energy beyond the existing large, central distribution,
government and corporate scale models towards those
focused on the scale of individual citizens. There is no
reason to presuppose that our future renewable energy
sources cannot be more creativity integrated into our
everyday lives.
This paper draws on a diverse body of theory to
articulate a design theoretic perspective of Citizen
Energy. Broadly this perspective aims to explore

alternative ways of interacting with and through
energy-as-materiality [2] with an eye towards
promoting more experientially enriching and
environmentally sustainable interactions and practices
around energy in everyday life. We claim that Citizen
Energy can play a tremendously important role in
reframing public energy perception, literacy, and
knowledge by developing a more transparent and
participatory model of personal and ecosystem level
micro-energy collecting, keeping, sharing, and
activating. In this paper we postulate how such
personal micro-energy interactions can encourage
improved energy literacy in people and draw nonexperts into the energy solution debate as active
participants. The potential impact of Citizen Energy
ranges from improving public energy literacy to
empowering citizens everywhere to actively participate
in innovating strategies and techniques for solving realworld energy problems.

1.1 Participatory culture
We have seen the web enable “everyone as
author” [3], do-it-yourself (DIY) online community
culture promote non-experts to become skilled physical
makers and builders [4-6] and citizen science [7-11],
particularly mobile phone based citizen science [1113], empower everyday citizens to operate as scientists
and influence societal decisions concerning human and
environmental health and well-being [14]. Why should
we expect our future relationship, engagement,
interaction, experience, participation, and sharing of
energy to be unlike these powerful cultural,
participatory trends and practices [15]?
A similar argument has been made for approaches
to solving societal level problems such as climate
change and energy. Elinor Ostrom, 2009 Economics
Nobel laureate, cautions against single governmental
units to solve collective action problems. Partly, this is
due to their complexity, and partly to the diversity of
actors involved. Her proposal is that of a polycentric
approach, where key management decisions should be
made more directly by involved citizens [16].
Inspired by Ostrom and similar framings of
participatory culture [17; 18], this paper initiates an
important, novel research framing into the design

territory of human-energy-materiality and participatory
culture with respect to personal energy – Citizen
Energy. Our paper builds off of this work by applying
many of these participatory cultural concepts to the
area of Citizen Energy. We also leverage citizen
creativity and participation of energy production,
expression, sharing, and usage by engaging directly
with underrepresented groups in this debate – namely
non-experts across a range of communities.

1.2 Participatory micro-energy
The recent emergence and widespread adoption of
new energy sources including solar, wind,
hydroelectric, etc. has already raised unprecedented
public awareness of energy. People and families at the
house level already participate as energy producers –
contributing their excess solar and wind energy back
into the power grid [19]. Our work extends this
emerging energy model to small-scale human
generated micro-energy. Our paper leverages this
opportunity and expands it to everyday objects and
people across a wide range of energy scales to:
• Improve public energy literacy
• Enable more personal and emotional connections
and relationships with energy
• Create a participatory model of citizen
involvement in helping solve energy challenges
• Propose and enable alternative methods,
economies, and personal relationships with energy
The long-term goal of such work is to collectively
involve non-experts in the process of solving energy
and climate related challenges currently facing our
nation and planetary ecosystem. This paper describes a
series of disruptive technologies explicitly designed to
explore technological opportunities that support human
creativity scoped within the framework of energy.
Much of our initial research is outlined as design
concept probes. Modeled after previously successfully
probe projects by others using domestic, technology,
and cultural probes [20-22], our Citizen Energy
concept probes are designed to illustrate and prompt
debate within this design territory. Our research
methodology also imports a range of design techniques
such as making by making strange [23], exploring the
secret life of objects/energy [24], and ambiguity as a
resource for design [25-28]. Our focus is thus more on
qualitative rather than quantitative methods.
In this paper we describe related work, introduce a
new vocabulary for operationalizing Citizen Energy,
explore concepts of seasonal energy and energy
mementos which leads to our final framework for
Citizen Energy.

1.3 Envisioned citizen energy scenarios
Can the doorway to a dormitory collect small bits
of energy as each occupant opens the door? Would the
experience of watching a movies at the end of the
semester driven solely by such collected energy feel
different than watching it using “wall outlet energy”?
As you exit your bus to walk home, could you
leave the remainder of your mobile phone battery
charge for others on the bus to use? Does this energy
belong to other bus riders? What are the social norms
for energy sharing and community usage? Are there
accepted practices?
Can small acoustical and vibration energy from
fans at a sporting event be collected? Who owns such
energy? The fans? The players? The arena? The
wining team? The home team? The visitor? Is football
fan energy different from hockey fan energy?
If your child collects small bits of energy from a
swing or see-saw and gifts it to you to power your
bedside reading light, does your experience of using
such energy feel different? Can you have an emotional
connection to energy?
Does energy generated and stored at your wedding
by you and your partner turning and hand crank serve
as a memento or memory? Can energy be an heirloom?
How do you express fresh or stale energy?

1.4 Decentralization micro-energy
The potential emergence of new sociotechnical
energy regimes—including decentralized modes of
energy production and consumption, e.g., small-scale
wind and solar energy systems—present critical design
challenges and opportunities with respect to how we
generate, store, distribute and consume energy within
our everyday urban and domestic environments. We
already have examples of people enabling their homes
to be producers, rather than consumers of energy –
often contributing excess collected solar or wind
energy back into the central grid. How will this
cultural meme operate at different scales and through
different mechanisms and artifacts (not solely homes
and buildings)? This paper explores new ways of
experiencing and interacting with and through energy
in these everyday contexts—and how such
explorations might contribute to the re-design of our
currently unsustainable material environments. We
concurrently develop theoretical concepts and
interactive prototypes related to the notion of Citizen
Energy. One important question guiding this work is:
Can we design to promote new forms of emotional
engagement with and attachment to energy? Can such
designs drive energy innovation, conservation, and
literacy in everyday citizens?

1.5 Towards citizen energy
In Citizen energy [29-31] the public is conceived
as active rather than passive stakeholders in the energy
system evolution, and the potential for action is framed
by notions of equitable rights and responsibilities
across a society dealing with the consequences of
energy consumption, notably climate change. Energy
citizenship is not a new idea. Traces can be identified
in writings on virtues of alternative technology and
“small-scale” development, for example the seminal
work of Schumacher [32]. What is novel is the degree
to which it appears to be becoming an integral,
conventional element of government energy policy,
informed by a wider policy on sustainable
development, including the negative impacts of
globalization and the benefits of localization in relation
to food production and consumption [33], travel, water,
waste and energy, and emerging ideas about
sustainable consumption [34]. Citizen energy is a
counterpoint to the social and psychological
detachment of the public from today’s existing energy
systems embedded within centralized systems and the
deficit views of energy users. In our paper citizen
energy leverages three current and important cultural
trends that argue for research into this territory:
• There is an emerging potential for smaller scale
energy generation, most obviously domestic
scale devices but also those across a host of
public landscapes, which could co-evolve with
a more engaged and aware public or publics.
• There is the view that a more sustainable energy
system should imply or necessitate greater
levels of public participation in energy
decision-making based upon existing trends in
citizen journalism, citizen science, Do-ItYourself culture, local and sustainable
practices, and other highly non-expert
participatory
models
of
government
engagement by the public.
• There is a pragmatic view that public
acceptance of technological change necessitates
greater levels of engagement with the public
about energy technologies, as such engagement
may create better conditions for consensus to
emerge about new developments.
One current challenge is to directly question the
development of energy technologies solely designed to
foster minimal user engagement, acting more or less on
a “plug-and-forget” basis. We claim that through the
design of energy systems that foster regular interaction
with users, we can provide a quite different and
creative context for user response, awareness,

motivation, literacy, and action with regard to energy.
The challenge is to design the “right” types of
interactions that are not burdensome but rather playful,
engaging, and informative.
Citizen energy reframes individual and societal
relationships and understandings of energy by
promoting such individuals and groups as actors in
energy creation, expression, storage, and sharing. The
short-term goals focus on the development of creative
design research methods to rapidly encourage
participation, rethinking, and creativity surrounding
ideas of personal energy in unexpected places and
captured through intentional as well as unexpected
actions. The long-term goal is to leverage previously
successful strategies such as Muhammad Yunus and
his Grameen Bank’s mico-loans [35] and apply it to
ideas of micro-energy.

2. Related work
Despite Thomas Edison’s originally decentralized
approach, our current energy network is best
characterized as a large-scale technical system of
energy generation, with a national grid of transmission
and distribution networks of supply. See Thomas
Hughes’s comparative historical account of the
evolution of electrical power systems from 1880-1930
[36]. These systems were created in industrialized
nations in which decision-making was conducted
centrally and by design removed from the public.
Despite its evident success in providing reliable
electricity supply to all citizens, Amory Lovins
characterized this system as a hard energy pathway,
critiquing the wisdom of many of its facets. Lovins is
critical of such large-scale generation plants sited at a
spatial distance from points of use that promote only
one imagined view of energy – centralized top-down
energy governance [37].
Since the 1970s, Lovins has consistently
advocated the evolution of a soft energy pathway with
opposing facets – decentralized or distributed
generation, greater levels of public participation, and
control and the increased use of renewable energy
technologies. The dichotomy between single ‘hard’ and
‘soft’ energy pathways is an oversimplification of a
highly complex subject with multiple dimensions and
possible futures. Furthermore, the increased
deployment of renewable energy technologies does not
necessarily imply the adoption of other facets of the
‘soft’ energy pathway. Nevertheless, there are
increasing signs that ideas in favor of more renewable
energy, more public participation, and smaller scale
generation are circulating more widely and are likely to
form an important part of a our future low carbon
energy system. In this paper we develop a new citizen

energy vocabulary around a series of physical artifacts.
Several of these objects are designed to study novel
interactions and experiences surrounding energy-asmateriality.
Some are designed specifically to
integrate with each other to form more complex
systems. To be clear, we are not solely focused on
“clean technologies” but on the range of deeper
opportunities for reconfiguring everyday interaction,
perceptions, and practices around energy. We also
point out the potential positive environmental impact
of such adoption of personal-micro-energy systems
that can emerge from this work.

3. From HCI to energy metaphors
At first glance it might appear that our work is
focused on alternative energy that lacks deep
connection with topics and concerns of humancomputer interaction (HCI). However, themes central
to HCI research – human interaction, engagement,
emotions, and experiences are at the very core of this
work. We import a number of traditional HCI themes
into the scope of Citizen Energy and study how they
can enable compelling, important new human
experiences and thinking with regards to energy.
Traditionally, HCI explores the boundaries of
humans and computers. However, even the idea of
computers has blurred and currently encompasses a
broad range of technologies. Our Citizen Energy
research simply applies many of the insights and
knowledge from traditional HCI practice to energy,
with computing as the enabling technology. We
briefly highlight some comparisons between the two
that emphasize the new thinking and potential
opportunities from this reframing of energy.
Our research model is to explore citizenempowered concepts around micro-energy [38],
creative energy, and personal and emotional energy
through a series of energy concept probes [20; 21]
While there has been a sizable body of work into
human energy harvesting, particularly within the field

Figure 1: Icons representing citizen energy vocabulary
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of HCI [39], wearable computing [40; 41] and music
creation [42], our work focuses on the interactive,
emotional, social, and participatory elements of such
personal energy.

4. A new citizen energy vocabulary
We present a new vocabulary (Figure 1) to focus
and frame our approach to energy materialization.
This vocabulary is designed to expand the energy
model beyond simply that of citizen as consumer and
instead explore a series of richer, more expressive
interactions. One can imagine a number of physical
designs that embody each of the actions of personal
energy. We briefly outline them below and define them
with a set of framing questions.
Collect / Harvest – Where can small bits of
energy be collected? At what scale? Can such
harvesting give rise to further energy literacy? How
much is 1KWh? Examples of points of collection are
given in the following section. The key is to focus on
small and personal points of collection. Does such
collected energy have personal meaning? Emotional
connection?
Save / Keep – Energy can be stored in novel
ways. Since we are talking about micro-energy it may
be useful to store up many small amounts for some
larger expressive or sharing cause.
Share / Distribute – What are new mechanisms of
sharing energy? Getting off a bus can you leave a
small amount of energy behind for others on the bus to
use for the phones, music players, or computers? Can
you create a new emotional attachment to energy? And
can particular units of energy acquire significance?
For example is reading under a light using energy
generated by your child swinging different than using
“grid power”? Similarly a battery that was charged by

Figure 2: The Seasonal Energy Lamp and Expressive Battery.

hand at a particular place and time? By your father?
Your partner? Your son? Can a hug be used to
transmit energy between people? Again, we are of
course attempting to use systems that are scalable but
also want to push on novel ideas that may have
engineering changes but as design research concepts
promote novel thinking necessary to further energy
ideas.
Activate / Express – Small bits of energy are
unlikely to power a home or office. However, they
may provide creative new ways to express energy such
as through small-scale designs of light, movement, or
sound. In our work we leverage the creative ideas of
the public as authors of these new expressive
mechanisms for energy. The idea is to showcase a
range of expressive outputs for such energy to imply a
connection of energy quality harvested to the amount
of energy that can be used for expression. As a design
constraint, users can only use the energy they collect so
solutions must conform to that constraint and in the
process expose and educate ideas of energy literacy.
These systems for collecting, expressing, saving,
and sharing energy can be used to validate and
generate a range of creative thinking around this
energy vocabulary for everyday citizens.

5. Harvesting interactive micro-energy
Micro-energy harvesting and collection can occur
acorss a variety of sites – primarily through carried
artifacts and at “leaking” energy sites in the
environment. An exemplar, and certainly incomplete
list, of potential energy harvesting techniques:
• Escalator handrails
• Building fans / blowers
• EMF from autos on road or when slowing down
• Revolving doors
• Hugs
• Wind such as propellers, pinwheels, and kites
• Playground swing
• Playground See-saw
• Automobile headlights using photovoltaic cells
• Sound by running a speaker backwards
• Absorbing RF power from electronic devices

• Heat by using Peltier junctions
• EMF from subways
• Public hand-crank
• Weight and foot movement
• Stair usage
• Solar
• Chemical
• Biological and plant energy extraction
Ultimately, the choice of sites is less designed to
optimize energy harvesting efficieny but rather to be
expressive and diverse in its range of highlighting the
creative potential of energy harvesting by every objects
and personal human experiences.

6. Energy metadata
We already use tags and meta-data for pictures,
movies, audio, songs, documents, etc. What happens if
energy contains metadata? How would our relationship
change to such energy? Technically, there are
mechanisms to embed such data with energy.
However, the focus of this paper is to research the new
interactions with, emotional connections to, and
experiences that result from such new personal-micro
energy.
What if energy had “qualities”? What qualities
does it have? How might we amplify them? Amount?
Age? Origin? How it was created? Imperfections?
Flaws? Singularities? Character? What if energy itself
could tell us where it was from, how it was created,
where it has been? How might this alter or expand the
values we place on energy? Could human-power be
“better” than outlet-power? Enough that someone
might alter practices around managing their devices?
Just as metadata helps users search for, sort, file,
express, and relate to images, video, etc., how can
metadata alter perceptions of and practices surrounding
energy? We describe two such design probes for
prompting deeper reflection and emotional engagement
with energy metadata.

6.1 Seasonal energy lamp
The Seasonal Energy Lamp (Figure 2) is a

Figure 3: BedRest, SwingSaver, DoorShow, and DaisyCam all capture and express qualities of personal energy.

standard domestic lamp that subtly shifts the color of
its light based on the source of its power. The lamp is
attached to a wall outlet as well as through a cord
running out a window to an outside solar panel and
wind turbine. A small hand crank is also attached to
the lamp. When the lamp is using solar energy an
orange-yellow hue is expressed through the light.
Similarly, blue for wind, grey for wall power, and red
for human power. This design probe foregrounds
expressive qualities of energy into a domestic setting.
Such a system could also express concepts of fresh and
stale energy as well as energy quality, quantity, and
other material properties such as texture.

6.2 Expressive battery
A related design probe is one for battery powered
devices to express the source and materiality of energy.
For example, rather than simply a full-empty battery
icon, there could be a more nuanced visualization of
battery levels to more accurately express the energymix (Figure 2).
These two design probes serve as illustrative of a
longer series of physical devices designed to study
human interaction, engagement, and perception of
materiality of energy in everyday artifacts and actions.

7. Energy mementos
Can you have an emotional connection to energy?
Does energy collected by your child as he or she
swings have more or less value to you when compared
to “wall power”? Can energy hold memories? Stored
energy generated by your father as he turned a handcrank? Can we capture a New York City “energy
memento” as wind rushes through a New York subway
station and is collected and stored as energy by us?
Can we re-envision a new form of camera that collects
energy as we move through our day (via solar, wind,
vibration, etc) and automatically snaps a photo at the
moment it is charged? How can we develop such
qualities and memories with energy? Can we uncover
mappings of human exertion to energy mementoes and

heirlooms? What happens when we give form and
meaning to a typically non-material concept such as
energy? Once we materialize energy it becomes more
tangible and meaningful. What new relationships will
we form with this more “material” energy? Will such
new connections discourage waste and embed new
personal value into energy. Can such micro-energy
concepts be scaled up to promote more positive
relationships to everyday energy in terms of
production, usage, and conservation? How will we
share such energy and what social meanings will
surround the practices of energy gift giving? To
initiate the exploration of the emotional aspects of such
personally generated micro-energy, we describe
several concept design probes to solicit behavioral
trends and cultural practices surrounding such
concepts. Illustrative examples are BedRest,
SwingSaver, DoorShow, and DasiyCam (Figure 3).

7.1 BedRest
BedRest collects energy from bed movements
during sleep or play. A bedside clock expresses the
source of the energy powering the clock through its
color.

7.2 SwingSaver
SwingSaver uses a small generator to collect
energy from a public playground swing. Energy
ownership is held by the children and they decide the
ultimate usage for the collected energy – “kid energy
for kid fun”. A key element of this probe is the
community aspect of energy ownership. Does energy
generated by or within the context of a particular
community belong solely to that community? Can it be
used for other purposes or by other non-community
members? How? Why? When? At what cost?

7.3 DoorShow
DoorShow collects the small bits of energy as a
public door to a building is opened. A display informs

users of the quantity of energy collected. The collected
energy is used to activate a kinetic artwork, power a
short movie or game, or other building occupant
experience. Different doors can also collect energy for
different causes. Using a particular door to enter a
building becomes literally a “vote” for giving more
power to a particular cause or person.

7.4 DaisyCam
DaisyCam is a new form of camera that collects
energy as we move through our day (via solar, wind,
vibration, etc) and automatically snaps a photo at the
moment it is charged. It can be carried or attached to a
bicycle or automobile.
These are samples, not exhaustive, of the style,
range, and form of new citizen energy artifacts within
the scope of energy memories and mementos. Such
objects have the potential to enable new discussions of
energy to emerge as well as gain substantial insights
into how these tools and techniques can promote
greater energy awareness, conservation, and literacy.

8. Citizen energy
Citizen Energy generalizes the previously
described concepts of energy metadata and energy
mementos along with the collect/keep/share/activate
vocabulary that operationalizes material energy for
citizens. In particularly, the focus is on developing
mechanisms for citizen participation in each element of
the vocabulary with a specific focus on micro-energy
sharing. In turn these artifacts explore the design space
of our vocabulary: collect, keep, share, and activate.
A system to support Citizen Energy can be
conceptualized as a series of personal, physical
artifacts for each element of the energy vocabulary that
can be interconnected to exchange energy and
metadata (Figure 4). For example, consider a series of
collect objects that can be shaken, squeezed, rolled,
pressed, attached to a door, or exposed to wind or sun
to collect energy. Each of these simple physical
objects allows for mico-energy collection along with
an affordance for transferring that energy to a storage
device. For example, a small dynamo may be used
internally to take motion and convert it to energy.
A second type of objects would keep (i.e. store)
energy and communicate the amount of stored energy.
It could display the quantity in terms of kWh, minutes
of laptop power, number of pieces of bread that could
be toasted, etc. The research framing is such that such
design decisions should help to further explore
questions about energy concepts and literacy using
these citizen composable design solutions. Where
would citizens collect energy with such artifacts?

Figure 4: Citizen Energy mementos for collecting,
keeping, and activating singular emotional bits of energy

Which mechanisms make sense for saving energy in
each of these contexts?
Next we describe a set of activate objects. These
easily interconnect with the collect and/or keep objects
that provide small amounts of micro-energy.
Examples include, small sets of LEDs, tiny motors,
speakers, lights, muscle wire, etc. The goal is to
provide a range of reasonable representations for
personal mico-energy. Other examples include rocking
on a chair (collect) to store energy (keep) to power
song through headphones (activate) or wearing solar
cells outside (collect) in a necklace that stores energy
(keep) to later give to office worker stuck indoors
(share) that can be used to power an LED office lamp
(activate). In the latter case we are interested in
unerstdanding how energy can be gifted and shared
between others. Another specific example of this is the
Caf.E-Table (Figure 5).

8.1 Caf.E-table
The Caf.E-table is a public table not unlike one
you would find in a building’s public atrium, waiting
room, café, or library. However, unlike other tables, it
provides an interface for consuming power (i.e.
plugging in your laptop or music player) as well as
leaving power via a USB connection for example.
Separate iconographic visuals provide feedback on the
usage and contributions to the table’s overall energy.
Variations include the provision of a public hand-crank
that can also be used to contribute energy to the table.
Overall, we expect the cultural practices surrounding
energy sharing to correlate with existing participatory
community and cultural norms.
These Citizen Energy sharing concept probes are

activated in tangible ways using mobile devices.
Energy is at the epicenter of the environmental
debate and yet basic concepts of energy are not well
understood by everyday citizens. By outlining a series
of small, novel mobile platform extensions, the
potential for new mobile usage models and social
conventions to emerge around energy literacy,
persuasive technologies, crowd sourcing, and
environmental awareness is very real.

9. Future work
Figure 5: The Caf.E-Table provides for the taking and
giving (sharing) of energy at a public table.

not simply exercises in visual and aesthetic design but,
more importantly, raise issues of the public nature of
the act of designing interactions with micro-energy.

8.2 Mobile phone as energy platform
A related design territory for exploring the energy
vocabulary and energy concepts is through ubiquitous
mobile technologies that store and express small
amounts of energy – the personal mobile phone.
Rather than the typical approach of using mobile
phones to view energy usage in your home [43; 44] or
across your city, Citizen Energy enabled mobile
phones act as sites for collecting, keeping, sharing, and
activating small quantities of energy. Just as we have
seen mobile phone projects exploring the use of
sensors to collect and share data such as air quality
[11-13], we envision similar techniques for collecting
and sharing energy. Such novel, and direct interactions
with micro-energy have the potential to lead to
improvements in energy literacy, further citizens’
awareness of locations, types, quantities, and concepts
of energy, and perhaps enable a new form of economy
around social, public micro-energy through mobile
platforms.
Our mobile phones are becoming sensor rich
platforms enabling us to collect, keep, share, and
express measurements of our world – often educating
us and improving our awareness through this “super
sensing” such as when our mobile devices sense
location, direction, or air quality. Our mobile tools are
capable of providing us with an improved
understanding of the relationship and complex issues
of traditionally “wicked problems” [45; 46]. For
example they allow us, as citizen scientists, to explore
climate change and human health from a personal
perspective as we sense and share air quality, location,
time, traffic, transportation, and our environment.
Citizen Energy further explores the concept of energy
and how it can be similarly collected, kept, shared, and

Moving forward we plan to conduct a series of
participatory design citizen workshops to develop and
deploy a series of physical working Citizen Energy
prototypes across a range of specific community
groups. We hope to further explore the development of
new economic models supporting personal, citizen
micro-energy and conduct a series of longitudinal
studies in communities and public spaces to explore
micro-energy sharing specifically. We also plan to
engage in working with representatives from local
energy companies to deepen our needs finding from
the point of view of corporations, civic government,
and grassroots energy community groups.

10. Conclusion
Citizen Energy leverages citizen creativity and
participation in concepts of energy production,
expression, sharing, and usage. This work is design to
directly engage with underrepresented groups in this
debate – namely non-experts. We have described how
Citizen Energy has the potential to encourage
improved energy literacy in people and draw nonexperts into the energy solution debate as active
participants. There is also the potential to rapidly
accelerate solutions and participation in solution
finding by large portions of the population through the
emergence of crowd sourcing style energy practices.
In this case using everyday Citizen mico-energy
experiences as a test bed for energy ideation. Citizen
Energy is focused on reconfiguring everyday energy
practices, to render energy more tangible and
meaningful, to give form and meaning to energy with
and through material objects, going beyond awareness
towards energy engagement and interaction. Finally,
there is a very real potential for rich and exciting new
economic models to emerge around citizen created
personal micro-energy just as the rise of micro-loans
drove an entirely novel and vital economic success for
developing regions.
Finally, Citizen Energy demonstrates the
importance of design research in addressing wicked

problems [45; 46] and the vital role of creativity in
advancing solutions to societal level problems that are
often difficult to capture, describe, and solve using
traditional engineering approaches. It demonstrates
how technological critiques and interdisciplinary
approaches can help reframe problems and produce
creative new thinking. As computer science and
engineering address more society level problems:
healthcare, poverty, economy, famine, energy or the
environment we will need to invoke these creative,
new design research techniques rather than restricting
our solution space to approaches involving only
incremental and optimization strategies. The methods
described in this paper are designed to lead to the
importing of such transformational research into the
fields of computer science, information technology and
engineering.
Just as we have seen how grassroots efforts can
lead to significant cultural shifts and innovation, we
have intentionally positioned Citizen Energy to
leverage energy as a creative medium – easily
embraced, used, interfaced, shared, and remixed in
many of the same ways computing culture has adopted
information and data technologies. We postulate that
through this creative process there exists the potential
for improved energy understanding, concepts, and the
adoption of new relationships to energy, energy
economies, and an overall expansion in citizen efforts
to facilitate real solutions to our current energy
challenges. It is exactly the potential emergence of new
creative thinking and grassroots energy efforts that
starts at a small scale and leads to radical and
disruptive – but impactful real world solutions.
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